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Feminism Confronts Homo Economicus 2018-08-06 the essays in this volume confront
the inroads that economics has made into the legal academy law and economics uses
principles of neoclassical economics to develop laws and social policies that maintain if not
bolster current allocations of power from the introduction the law and economics school has
had a significant impact on the legal and governmental landscape in the united states it
posits a perfectly rational economic man homo economicus who is unconstrained by familial
and communal ties and who can and should make decisions solely in light of considerations
of economic value feminism confronts homo economicus offers a major intervention in
debates about how law has come under the influence of economic principles drawing on the
latest thinking in the fields of feminist legal theory critical legal studies and feminist
economics the essays critique the notion that legal and policy decisions should be made
solely through the lens of economics while the contributors question the wholesale
incorporation of the neoclassical economic model into legal analysis they do not all discard
economic analysis and theory situated at the intersection of feminism law and economics
feminism confronts homo economicus will appeal to scholars and students of these
disciplines as well as policy analysts and social theorists interested in family education labor
and welfare
Law and Economics 2015-02-11 the law and economics approach to law dominates the
intellectual discussion of nearly every doctrinal area of law in the united states and its
influence is growing steadily throughout europe asia and south america numerous academics



and practitioners are working in the field with a flow of uninterrupted scholarship that is
unprecedented as is its influence on the law academically every major law school in the
united states has a law and economics program and the emergence of similar programs on
other continents continues to accelerate despite its phenomenal growth the area is also the
target of an ongoing critique by lawyers philosophers psychologists social scientists even
economists since the late 1970s while the critique did not seem to impede the development
of the field it certainly has helped it to become more sophisticated inclusive and mature in
this volume some of the leading scholars working in the field as well as a number of those
critical of law and economics discuss the foundational issues from various perspectives
philosophical moral epistemological methodological psychological political legal and social
the philosophical and methodological assumptions of the economic analysis of law are
criticized and defended alternatives are proposed old and new applications are discussed the
book is ideal for a main or supplementary textbook in courses and seminars on legal theory
philosophy of law jurisprudence and of course law and economics
Transcending the Boundaries of Law 2010-07-12 transcending the boundaries of law is a
ground breaking collection that will be central to future developments in feminist and related
critical theories about law in its pages three generations of feminist legal theorists engage
with what have become key feminist themes including equality embodiment identity intimacy
and law and politics almost two decades ago routledge published the very first anthology in
feminist legal theory at the boundaries of law m a fineman and n thomadsen eds 1991 which



marked an important conceptual move away from the study of women in law prevalent in the
1970s and 1980s the scholars in at the boundaries applied feminist methods and theories in
examining law and legal institutions thus expanding upon work in the law and society
tradition this new anthology brings together some of the original contributors to that volume
with scholars from subsequent generations of critical gender theorists it provides a
retrospective on the past twenty five years of scholarly engagement with issues relating to
gender and law as well as suggesting directions for future inquiry including the tantalizing
suggestion that feminist legal theory should move beyond gender as its primary focus to
consider the theoretical political and social implications of the universally shared and
constant vulnerability inherent in the human condition
Ethics, Law and Society 2022-07-30 this key collection brings together a selection of
papers commissioned and published by the cardiff centre for ethics law society it
incorporates contributions from a group of international experts along with a selection of
short opinion pieces written in response to specific ethical issues the collection addresses
issues arising in biomedical and medical ethics ranging from assisted reproductive
technologies to the role of clinical ethics committees it examines broader societal issues with
particular emphasis on sustainability and the environment and also focuses on issues of
human rights in current global contexts the contributors collect responses to issues arising
from high profile cases such as the legitimacy of war in iraq to physician related suicide the
volume will provide a valuable resource for practitioners and academics with an interest in



ethics across a range of disciplines
Ethics, Law and Society 2017-07-28 this key collection brings together a selection of
papers commissioned and published by the cardiff centre for ethics law society it
incorporates contributions from a group of international experts along with a selection of
short opinion pieces written in response to specific ethical issues the collection addresses
issues arising in biomedical and medical ethics ranging from assisted reproductive
technologies to the role of clinical ethics committees it examines broader societal issues with
particular emphasis on sustainability and the environment and also focuses on issues of
human rights in current global contexts the contributors collect responses to issues arising
from high profile cases such as the legitimacy of war in iraq to physician related suicide the
volume will provide a valuable resource for practitioners and academics with an interest in
ethics across a range of disciplines
Human Rights and Economic Policy Reform 2021-09-22 this book deals with the complex and
challenging relationship between economic policy and human rights in the context of the
covid 19 pandemic crisis the need to address the conceptual and methodological dis
connects between these two areas is more pressing than ever inspired by the 2019 united
nations guiding principles on human rights impact assessments hria for economic reform
policies this book brings together experts working on human rights and economic policy from
a range of disciplinary perspectives including economics law and development studies the
contributions reflect a huge body of professional experience in the academic policy making



advocacy and practitioner fields they cover issues including the politics of evidence in the
context of hria economic inequality child rights impact assessment of economic reforms
economic policy and women s human rights tax regimes for multinational corporations and
human rights as well as the human rights impacts of the economic fall out of the covid 19
pandemic the collection also includes the text of the guiding principles themselves it
constitutes a crucial volume for scholars policymakers advocates and others working on the
burning topic of human rights and economic policy reform the chapters in this book were
originally published as a special issue of the international journal of human rights
Ethics, Law and Society 2013-02-28 this volume forms part of a series exploring key issues in
ethics law and society published in association with the cardiff centre for ethics law and
society the works collectively address new technological social and regulatory developments
and the fresh ethical dilemmas these pose and also critically compel an urgent revisiting of
social and legal issues that were once the subject of controversy but which have now fallen
out of the line of sight of academics politicians and policy makers this fifth and final volume
brings the series to a close and is dedicated to the memory of dr jennifer gunning
Gendered Risks 2007-11-13 edited and contributed to by a collection of eminent
international scholars in the field this is the first book to explore the gendered aspects of risk
it analyzes what is currently known and identifies some of the new directions and challenges
for research and theory that emerge from thinking of risk as a governmental technique as a
form of consciousness and action and as a political issue shaped by and shaping gender in



contemporary society
Gender-Based Violence in Migration 2022-10-27 with contributions from a diverse array of
international scholars this edited volume offers a renewed understanding of gender based
violence gbv by examining its social and political dimensions in migration contexts this book
engages micro meso and macro levels of analysis by foregrounding a conceptualization of
gbv that addresses both its interpersonal and structural causes chapters explore how gbv
frameworks and migration management intersect bringing to the forefront the specific
inequalities these intersections produce for migrant women drawing upon several disciplines
the authors engage in co writing a critical engagement which proposes an original
understanding of how the concepts of intersectionality vulnerability and precarity speak to
each other from a feminist perspective this volume will be of interest to scholars researchers
and policymakers in gender studies migration and refugee studies sociology political science
trauma studies human rights and socio legal studies
Love 2013-11-12 this unique timely book of original essays sets the stage for a new
materialist feminist debate on the analysis ethics and politics of love the contributors raise
questions about social power and domination situating their research in a materialist feminist
perspective that investigates love historically in order to understand changing ideologies
representations and practices the essays range from studies of particular representations
and examples of love feminist translation mass media images and internet love blogs to
feminist theories of love and marriage to ethical and political theories describing critiquing or



advocating the use of love in groups as a radical force they break new ground in bringing
together questions of gendered interests in love temporal dimensions of loving practices and
the politics of love in radical transformations of society
Diversity in Intellectual Property 2015-05-28 leading scholars address the interface between
intellectual property and diversity with respect to culture religion race and gender
Claiming a Promised Inheritance 2022-09-08 renowned scholar of comparative private law
alexandra braun examines the law of testamentary promises details what happens when
these promises are broken and compares how and when the interests of beneficiaries of
testamentary promises are protected across a number of legal systems
Feminist and Queer Legal Theory 2016-04-15 feminist and queer legal theory intimate
encounters uncomfortable conversations is a groundbreaking collection that brings together
leading scholars in contemporary legal theory the volume explores at times contentiously
convergences and departures among a variety of feminist and queer political projects these
explorations foregrounded by legal issues such as marriage equality sexual harassment
workers rights and privacy re draw and re imagine the alliances and antagonisms constituting
feminist and queer theory the essays cross a spectrum of disciplinary matrixes including
jurisprudence political philosophy literary theory critical race theory women s studies and gay
and lesbian studies the authors occupy a variety of political positions vis à vis questions of
identity rights the state cultural normalization and economic liberalism the richness and
vitality of feminist and queer theory as well as their relevance to matters central to the law



and politics of our time are on full display in this volume
Counting on Marilyn Waring 2014-03-01 this edited volume maps new advances in
theories and practices in feminist economics and the valuation of women care and nature
since marilyn waring s groundbreaking critique of the system of national accounts if women
counted 1988 it features theoretical practical and policy oriented contributions empirical
studies and new conceptualizations theorizations and problematizations of defining and
accounting for the value of nature and unpaid household work eco feminism national and
international policy processes gender budgeting unpaid care and hiv aids policy activism and
artwork and mirrors the wide ranging impact and resonance of waring s work as well as the
current frontiers of feminist economics
In Defense of Plural Marriage 2015-05-28 this book outlines the constitutional argument
in favor of plural marriage in the united states
Whitman, Melville, Crane, and the Labors of American Poetry 2019-05-23 in whitman melville
crane and the labors of american poetry peter riley confronts our enduring and problematic
investment in poetic vocation a myth he argues that continues to inform how all our
multifarious labors are understood valued and exploited the book seeks to challenge a
dominant cultural logic that frames contingent non vocational labor as a necessary sacrifice
that frustrates the righteous progress towards realizing that seemingly purest of callings poet
incorporating the often overlooked or excluded workaday ephemera of three canonical us
romantic poets walt whitman herman melville and hart crane this volume offers new archival



insights that call for a re examination of celebrated literary careers and disputes their status
as renowned or tragic icons of creative vocation the poetry of whitman the real estate dealer
melville the customs inspector and crane the copywriter riley contends does not constitute
the formal inscription of an antagonistic or discreet poetic labor struggling against quotidian
work towards the fulfilment of exceptional individual callings instead the distracted forms of
their poetry are always already intermingled with a variety of apparently lesser labors
ousting poetic production from its default sanctuary of privileged exemption or transcendent
repose the volume refigures the work of the poet as a living sensuous activity that
transgresses labor s various divisions and hierarchies it consequently recasts the poet as a
figure who actually unfastens the right of passage vocational logic that does so much to
secure and reproduce the current neoliberal paradigm
Owning Land, Being Women 2021-04-06 owning land being women enquires into the
processes that establish inheritance as a unique form of property relation in law and society
it focuses on india examining the legislative processes that led to the 2005 amendment of
the hindu succession act 1956 along with several interconnected welfare policies scholars
have understood these acts as a response to growing concerns about women s property
rights in developing countries in re reading these acts and exploring the wider nexus of
indian society in which the legislation was drafted this study considers how questions of
family structure and property rights contribute to the creation of legal subjects and
demonstrates the significance of the politico economic context of rights formulation on the



basis of an ethnography of a village in west bengal this book brings the moral axis of
inheritance into sharp focus elucidating the interwoven dynamics of bequest distribution of
family wealth and reciprocity of care work that are integral to the logic of inheritance it
explains why inheritance rights based on the notion of individual property rights are
inadequate to account for practices of inheritance mondal shows that inheritance includes
normative structures of affective attachment and expectations i e evaluatively charged
imaginaries of the future that coordinate present practices these insights pose questions of
the dominant resource based conceptualisation of inherited property in the debate on women
s empowerment in doing so this work opens up a line of investigation that brings feminist
rights discourse into conversation with ethics enriching the liberal theory of gender justice
Church, State, and Family 2019-04-11 presents a robust defence of the essential place of
stable marital families in modern liberal societies
Transnational Feminist Politics, Education, and Social Justice 2021-11-18 written by
an international group of feminist scholars and activists the book explores how the rise in
right wing politics fundamentalist religion and radical nationalism is constructed and results
in gendered and racial violence the chapters cover a broad range of international contexts
and offer new ways of combating assaults and oppression to understand the dangers
inherent within the current global political and social climate the book includes a foreword by
the distinguished critical activist antonia darder as well as a chapter by renowned feminist
scholar chandra talpade mohanty



Paradigms of Justice 2020-10-28 this book explores the relation between redistribution and
recognition two key paradigms in the contemporary discourse on justice combining insights
from the traditions of critical social theory and analytical political philosophy the volume
offers a multifaceted exploration of this incredibly inspiring conceptual couple from a plurality
of perspectives the chapters engage with concepts such as universal basic income property
owning democracy poverty equality self respect pluralism care and work all of which have an
impact on individuals recognition as well as on distributive policies an important contribution
to the field of political and social philosophy the volume will be useful to scholars and
researchers of politics law human rights economics social justice as well as policymakers
The Foundations of Vulnerability Theory 2023-11-03 this volume is the first collection of
martha albertson fineman s most important and influential work feminist legal theorist
martha albertson fineman has spent decades pushing the boundaries of law questioning and
reconceptualizing legal and social definitions of family dependency vulnerability and state
responsibility the pieces collected in this book trace the arc of fineman s scholarship from
gender equality to the role of the family as a social institution to dependency to autonomy to
the legal subject and vulnerability theory this book reflects a lifetime of radical reimagining of
the relationship between the state individuals families and other social institutions that is just
as relevant today if not more so in this book fineman offers a foundation for the achievement
of true social justice through the centering of our shared human vulnerability and
dependency grounded in the recognition of the ontological body and its material needs



arranged in sections and introduced by leading scholars in the field these pieces ask us to re
examine our legally enshrined commitment to formal equality and the mythological
autonomous independent legal subject recognizing instead that we must call for an active
and responsive state that meaningfully provides resilience through its social institutions this
collection demonstrates an evolution of heretical thought that has always pressed for a
deeper understanding of the foundations of law and society offering a model for other
scholars on how to keep pressing through the hard work of thinking and rethinking the
conceptual basics of language law society and justice this book will appeal to academics
policymakers lawyers activists and students in law and politics theory with interests in law
and society human dependency and vulnerability state responsibility and feminism and the
family as well as others who have applied fineman s vulnerability theory to issues in the fields
of bioethics artificial intelligence and policing to name just a few
Tax and Government in the 21st Century 2022-09-08 with an accessible style and clear
structure miranda stewart explains how taxation finances government in the twenty first
century exploring tax law in its historical economic and social context today democratic tax
states face an array of challenges including the changing nature of work the digitalisation
and globalisation of the economy and rebuilding after the fiscal crisis of the covid 19
pandemic stewart demonstrates the centrality of taxation for government budgets and
explains key tax principles of equity efficiency and administration presenting examples from
a wide range of jurisdictions and international developments stewart shows how tax policy



and law operate in our everyday lives ranging from family and working life to taxing
multinational enterprises in the global digital economy employing an interdisciplinary
approach to the history and future of taxation law and policy this is a valuable resource for
legal scholars practitioners and policy makers
Philosophy of Science: The Key Thinkers 2021-07-15 from the 19th century the
philosophy of science has been shaped by a group of influential figures who were they why
do they matter this introduction brings to life the most influential thinkers in the philosophy
of science uncovering how the field has developed over the last 200 years taking up the
subject from the time when some philosophers began to think of themselves not just as
philosophers but as philosophers of science a team of leading contemporary philosophers
explain criticize and honour the giants now updated and revised throughout the second
edition includes easy to follow overviews of pivotal thinkers including john stuart mill rudolf
carnap thomas kuhn karl popper and many more coverage of central issues such as
experience and necessity logical empiricism falsifiability paradigms the sociology of science
realism and feminist critiques an afterword looking ahead to emerging research trends study
questions and further reading lists at the end of each chapter philosophy of science the key
thinkers demonstrates how the ideas and arguments of these figures laid the foundations of
our understanding of modern science
The Bloomsbury Companion to Analytic Feminism 2018-06-14 applying the tools and
methods of analytic philosophy analytic feminism is an approach adopted in discussions of



sexism classism and racism the bloomsbury companion to analytic feminism presents the
first comprehensive reference resource to the nature history and significance of this growing
tradition and the forms of social discrimination widely covered in feminist writings through
individual sections on metaphysics epistemology and value theory a team of esteemed
philosophers examine the relationship between analytic feminism and the main areas of
philosophical reflection their engaging and original contributions explore how analytic
feminists define their concepts and use logic to support their claims each section provides
concise overviews of the main debates in feminist literature within that particular area of
research as well as introductions to each of the chapters together with a glossary and an
annotated bibliography this companion features an overview of the basic tools used in
reading analytic philosophy the result is an in depth and authoritative guide to understanding
analytic feminist s characteristic methods
Misogyny in American Culture [2 volumes] 2018-10-01 this set surveys american
misogyny in all its cultural forms from popular music film and education to healthcare politics
and business the work also assesses proposals to confront and reduce such expressions of
hatred the essays contained in this two volume set explore misogyny within various areas of
american culture to demonstrate its pervasiveness and identify common foundations of its
many presentations beyond a basic definition of misogyny which includes hatred of women
and girls and the ways in which this hatred and distrust influences action speech
discrimination policy and culture in the united states this project also aims to expand and



complicate definitions of misogyny in order to provide readers with a robust introduction to
and understanding of the larger topic given the current political and cultural climate and the
more frequent and widespread use of the term misogyny by various media outlets and voters
during the 2016 presidential election this book has the potential both to contribute to
ongoing conversations on misogyny and among its intended audience of advanced high
school beginning college students and the general public to inform a shift currently unfolding
in public conversation on the topic
Women who Opt Out 2012 in a much publicized and much maligned 2003 new york times
article the opt out revolution the journalist lisa belkin made the controversial argument that
highly educated women who enter the workplace tend to leave upon marrying and having
children women who opt out is a collection of original essays by the leading scholars in the
field of work and family research which takes a multi disciplinary approach in questioning the
basic thesis of the opt out revolution the contributors illustrate that the desire to balance
both work and family demands continues to be a point of unresolved concern for families and
employers alike and women s equity within the workforce still falls behind ultimately they
persuasively make the case that most women who leave the workplace are being pushed out
by a work environment that is hostile to women hostile to children and hostile to the
demands of family caregiving and that small changes in outdated workplace policies
regarding scheduling flexibility telecommuting and mandatory overtime can lead to
important benefits for workers and employers alike



Sustainable Development Goals and the Catholic Church 2020-11-29 this book identifies both
the consistencies and disparities between catholic social teaching and the united nation s un
sustainable development goals sdgs with pope francis laudato si encyclical catholicism seems
to be engaging more than ever with environmental and developmental concerns however
there remains the question of how these theological statements will be put into practice the
ongoing involvement of the catholic church in social matters makes it a significant potential
partner in issues around development therefore with the use of the comparative method this
book brings together authors from multiple disciplines to assess how the political and legal
aspects of each of the un s 17 sdgs are addressed by catholic social teaching chapters
answer the question of how the catholic church evaluates the concept of sustainable
development as defined by the agenda 2030 goals as well as assessing how and if it can
contribute to shaping the contemporary concept of global development examining the
potential level of cooperation between the international community and the catholic church
in the implementation of the agenda 2030 goals this volume will be of keen interest to
scholars of catholic studies religious studies and the sociology of religion as well as
environmental studies and development studies
The Poverty of Disaster 2019-10-17 examines debt insecurity in eighteenth century britain a
period of famously rapid economic growth when many people nevertheless experienced
financial failure
Counting on Marilyn Waring: New Advances in Feminist Economics 2014-09-01 this second



edition which includes an epilogue by marilyn waring maps new advances in theories and
practices in feminist economics and the valuation of women care and nature since marilyn
waring s 1988 groundbreaking critique of the system of national accounts if women counted
it features theoretical practical and policy oriented contributions empirical studies and new
conceptualizations theorizations and problematizations of defining and accounting for the
value of nature and unpaid household work eco feminism national and international policy
processes unpaid care and hiv aids policy activism and artwork and mirrors the wide ranging
impact and resonance of waring s work as well as the current frontiers of feminist economics
Philosophy of Science after Feminism 2010-10-28 in this monograph janet a kourany
argues for a philosophy of science more socially engaged and socially responsible than the
philosophy of science we have now the central questions feminist scientists philosophers and
historians have been raising about science during the last three decades form kourany s
point of departure and her response to these questions builds on their insights this way of
approaching science differs from mainstream philosophy of science in two crucial respects it
locates science within its wider societal context rather than treating science as if it existed in
a social political and economic vacuum and it points the way to a more comprehensive
understanding of scientific rationality one that integrates the ethical with the epistemic
kourany develops her particular response dubbed by her the ideal of socially responsible
science beyond the gender related questions and contexts that form its origins and she
defends it against a variety of challenges epistemological historical sociological economic



and political she ends by displaying the important new directions philosophy of science can
take and the impressive new roles philosophers of science can fill with the approach to
science she offers
At a Turning Point 2024-02-01 australia is at a much needed turning point in work care and
family policy australian women families and communities are struggling to manage the
complex demands of work and care rapid social and demographic change alongside new
workplace labour market trends and the aftermath of the covid 19 pandemic requires a policy
revamp that will allow all australians to work care and be cared for in seven chapters
authored by leading scholars in the field at a turning point work care and family policies in
australia provides a comprehensive account of key policy areas that shape the experience of
work and care across the life course these include reproductive wellbeing paid parental leave
early childhood education and care flexible work elder and disability care and equitable
systems of tax and transfer payments at a turning point argues that a new social contract
that puts gender equality economic security and the well being of carers and those they care
for at the centre of policy design is essential to national productivity and prosperity it is the
foundation of a good society
Reworking the Relationship between Asylum and Employment 2012-05-16 touching on the
laws and practices of a wide array of countries around the globe this book examines the
extent to which refugees and asylum seekers right to work is protected by international
human rights law the book examines a number of key international treaties national



constitutions and some foundational cases from national courts in order to make the case
that the practise of restricting refugees and asylum seekers access to the labour market is
illegal in so doing the author examines some intricate legal questions such as the
interpretation of the refugee convention s provisions restricting rights to refugees lawfully
staying the application of racial discrimination to citizenship distinctions and the ways in
which limitations on human rights are applicable in this context the book also looks at some
broader philosophical questions such as the meaning of equality and human dignity and the
legitimacy of the right to work the book goes on to explore broader debates concerning
migration and open borders in order to unpack the fears that drive many countries restrictive
measures readers are invited to consider whether the world would be a better place with
more freedom of movement it is a unique stand alone treatment of the subject and includes
the michigan guidelines on the right to work reworking the relationship between asylum
seekers and employment is written in an accessible style that will appeal to academics policy
makers practitioners and students it combines a strong black letter approach with a law in
context approach that explains why the law takes its current shape and questions current
orthodoxy
The Struggle for Female Suffrage in Europe 2012-06-07 by comparing women s access to
suffrage in the countries that make up the european union i the struggle for female suffrage
in europe provides a retelling of the story of how citizenship was gradually coined in europe
from the perspective of women



The Struggle for Female Suffrage in Europe 2012-06-07 whilst scholarship on women s
suffrage usually focuses on a few emblematic countries the struggle for female suffrage in
europe casts a comparative look at the articulation of women s suffrage rights in the
countries that now make up the political unity in the making we call the european union the
book uncovers the dynamics that were at play in the recognition of male and female suffrage
rights and in the definition of male and female citizenship in modern europe it allows readers
to identify differences and commonalities in the histories of women s disenfranchisement and
sheds light on the role suffrage has played in the construction of female citizenship in
european countries it provides the background against which a new european paradigm of
parity democracy is gradually asserting itself
Peacemaking and International Order after the First World War 2023-03-31 the paris peace
settlements following the first world war remain amongst the most controversial treaties in
history bringing together leading international historians this volume assesses the extent to
which a new international order combining old and new political forms emerged from the
peace negotiations and settlements after 1918 taking account of new historiographical
perspectives and methodological approaches to the study of peacemaking after the first
world war it views the peace negotiations and settlements after 1918 as a site of remarkable
innovations in the practice of international politics the contributors address how a wide range
of actors set out new ways of thinking about international order established innovative
institutions and revolutionised the conduct of international relations they illustrate the ways



in which these innovations were merged with existing practices institutions and concepts to
shape the international order that emerged out of the paris peace conference of 1919
Strange Bedfellows 2018-05-15 strange bedfellows recounts the unlikely ways in which the
efforts of feminists and divorced men s activists dovetailed with the activity of lawmakers
judges welfare activists immigrant spouses the lgbtq community the reagan coalition and
other americans to redefine family and marriage without relying on traditional gender norms
On Civic Friendship 2009-08-22 women have performed the vast majority of often unpaid
friendship labor for centuries embodying the freedom equality and ideals of the constitution
civic friendship emerges as a necessary condition for genuine justice through a critical
examination of social and political relationships from ancient times to today sibyl
schwarzenbach develops a truly innovative feminist theory of the democratic state beginning
with an analysis of aristotle s notion of political friendship schwarzenbach brings the
philosopher s insights to bear on the social and political requirements of the modern state
she elaborates a conception of civic friendship that with its ethical reproductive praxis
functions differently from male centered notions of fraternity and with its female participants
remains fundamentally separate from generalized male inflected claims of marxist solidarity
schwarzenbach also distinguishes civic friendship from feminist calls for public care arguing
that friendship unlike care not only is reciprocal but also seeks to establish and maintain
equality schwarzenbach concludes with various public institutions economic legal and social
that can promote civic friendship without sacrificing crucial liberties in fact women s entrance



into the public sphere en masse makes such ideals realistic within a competitive
individualistic society
Enforcing Freedom 2019-12-17 in 1989 the first drug treatment court was established in
florida inaugurating an era of state supervised rehabilitation such courts have frequently
been seen as a humane alternative to incarceration and the war on drugs enforcing freedom
offers an ethnographic account of drug courts and mandatory treatment centers as a system
of coercion demonstrating how the state uses notions of rehabilitation as a means of social
regulation situating drug courts in a long line of state projects of race and class control
kerwin kaye details the ways in which the violence of the state is framed as beneficial for
those subjected to it he explores how courts decide whether to release or incarcerate
participants using nominally colorblind criteria that draw on racialized imagery rehabilitation
is defined as preparation for low wage labor and the destruction of community ties with bad
influences a process that turns participants against one another at the same time kaye points
toward the complex ways in which participants negotiate state control in relation to other
forms of constraint in their lives sometimes embracing the state s salutary violence as a
means of countering their impoverishment simultaneously sensitive to ethnographic detail
and theoretical implications enforcing freedom offers a critical perspective on the punitive
side of criminal justice reform and points toward alternative paths forward
Prisoners' Rights 2017-07-05 this volume brings together a selection of the most important
published research articles from the ongoing debate about the moral rights of prisoners the



articles consider the moral underpinnings of the debate and include framework discussions
for a theory of prisoners rights as well as several international documents which detail the
rights of prisoners including women prisoners finally detailed analysis of the moral bases for
particular rights relating to prison conditions covers areas such as health solitary
confinement recreation work religious observance library access the use of prisoners in
research and the disenfranchisement of prisoners
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